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Abstract
Within the FLOW project “Wind Farm Wake Modelling, Fa gue Loads and Control” (FLOW
P201102-004-ECN), research is performed on novel methods for improved modeling and
control of wind farms. This document represents Deliverable 3.1 “An inventory of diﬀerent
control strategies and deﬁni on of cases to assess these control strategies” of the project,
and provides an overview of the literature on the topics of ac ve and reac ve wind farm
control and wind farm modeling for control.
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1
Introduction
This report represents Deliverable 3.1 “An inventory of diﬀerent control strategies and
deﬁni on of cases to assess these control strategies” of the FLOW project “Wind Farm
Wake Modelling, Fa gue Loads and Control” (FLOW P201102-004-ECN). It provides an
inventory of the exis ng literature on the following topics:
• ac ve power control of wind farms (Sec on 2),
• reac ve power control of wind farms (Sec on 3),
• wind farm models for controller design and evalua ons purposes (Sec on 4).
This inventory is meant to serve as basis for the development of a wind farm controller
that achieves improved power produc on and/or reduced loads opera on of the whole
wind farm under diﬀerent opera ng condi ons. However, the scope of this project is development of the ac ve power dispatcher such that the power reference signals help in
reducing wind turbine loads and maximizing the total produced power (or sa sfy the produced power by the operator).
Purpose of a wind farm controller
Wind farm controller has many possible func ons, objec ves, and implementa ons, which
depend on the physical design aspects as well as operator requirements. In this report it
is assumed that wind turbines with power-electronic converters are applied. These wind
turbines not only can control their ac ve power output according to an external set-point,
but also they can control their reac ve power output independently. The control limitaons are set by
• the current and voltage ra ng of the power-electronic converter and other electrical
devices,
• the limita ons of the aerodynamic torque (and rotor speed) control,
• the grid characteris cs in combina on with the wind turbine opera onal range and
the grid cod requirements.
Main objec ves of WF ac ve power control can be as follows:
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• To maximize the total wind farm power output, e.g. using ac ve wake control
• To regulate the wind farm power output according to an external set-point, which usually includes power (ramp) limita ons, maintaining a certain balancing reserve, and
etc.
• To mi gate wind turbine loads
For the reac ve power control these objec ves can be as follows:
• To keep the voltages in the wind farm collec on grid and in the transmission grid within
the normal opera ng ranges
• To minimize transmission losses, e.g. through contribu ng to the reac ve power compensa on
• To control the reac ve power at the grid connec on point according the grid operator
set-point
The ac ve power set-point can be directly ordered by the network operator, e.g. to mitigate overloading in parts of the transmission system; or it can be obtained indirectly
through a look up table based on the measured grid frequency in order to support the
grid frequency control. In most of the large grids the rota ng mass is very large, which
results in considerable me constants such as several minutes. Therefore frequency support through ac ve power control is rela vely slow. Moreover, rapid changes of the ac ve
power are usually undesirable and o en power ramp rate limita ons are prescribed. The
reac ve power set-point can also be either a direct order or and indirect set-point through
a look up table. This table can be based on the measured voltage at the grid connec on
point (or a remote measurement at another loca on in the grid). The reac ve power
produced by other components in the transmission line may also need to be controlled;
therefore, in some cases coordinated reac ve power control will be required.
A possible implementa on is presented in Figure 1.1.
Generally speaking, a wind farm controller consists of the following main components (see
grayed area in Figure 1.1):
Farm power reference, which computes the set-points for the ac ve and reac ve powers for the whole wind farm. These set-points are determined such as to comply with
the demands from the System Operator (also referred to as Transmission System Operator, or TSO for short), which speciﬁes the opera on mode (unconstrained or constrained produc on) and the power constraints that need to be realized by the wind
farm controller under constrained power opera on (some mes referred to as secondary control, not to be mistaken with grid frequency regula on). This can also be a
ﬁxed level below the available wind farm power, which requires a precise es ma on
of the available power. These power constraints can be, for instance (see [1]):
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•

Maximum produc on constraint, limi ng the total power produc on of the wind
farm to an absolute maximum.

•

Delta produc on constraint, limi ng the power output to a speciﬁed por on of
the available farm power produc on,

•

Balance power regula on, allowing the farm produc on to be reduced as fast
as possible to a maximum produc on constraint. Balance regula on basically
cons tutes maximum produc on constraint in combina on with a power gradient constraint, and may be equipped with automa c cancella on capability that
ensures return to unconstrained power opera on a er speciﬁed me.

•

Stop regula on, requiring that the wind turbine controller maintains the current
power as long as possible (as long as the wind resource allows that, of course).

•

Power gradient constraint, preven ng the farm produc on from increasing or
decreasing too fast due to abrupt wind speed varia ons, or due to the farm being
start up at high wind speeds. At decreasing wind speed this constraint has only
eﬀect in combina on with delta produc on constraints, i.e. when the available
power is higher than the constrained power demand.

•

Iner a control, Emula on of the rota onal mass of conven onal generators that
counteract grid frequency devia ons. This may also include a short- me power
boost (can be up to 110% of the power-electronics current limits) that extracts
up to typically 30% of the rotor energy. The recovery of the rotor energy can
take tens of seconds to several minutes, so this should only be applied in extreme condi ons. For example, when a big power plant failure leads to such
fast grid frequency decrease that protec on relays of the grid are ac vated and
consumers are curtailed or even cut-oﬀ.

Furthermore, the Farm power reference block receives informa on from the wind
turbines (es mate of the available power at each wind turbine, Pavail (i), based on
the local wind characteris cs) and from the met mast(s) (atmospheric condi ons such
as wind speed, direc on, air density, turbulence, etc). Based on this informa on, it
determines the maximum available power for the whole wind farm.
Frequency control adds up an addi onal ac ve power demand, either a posi ve or nega ve, to that produced by the Wind farm reference block, aiming to support the system operator in controlling the grid frequency on short me scales (called primary
frequency control). The TSO speciﬁes the frequency droop and dead-band to be implemented (depending on the regional grid code). It receives as input the measured
frequency at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) (which should be the same as the
grid frequency).
Voltage control adds up an addi onal reac ve power demand to that produced by the
Wind farm reference block, in order to support the system operator in controlling the
voltage. The TSO speciﬁes the voltage droop and dead-band to be implemented. It
receives the measured voltage at the PCC as input. Voltage control should be coordinated in the wind farm and all voltages in the WF should be kept within the normal
opera ng limits and no voltage oscilla ons should occur.
Ac ve power control is a feedback controller ac ng on the diﬀerence between the measured ac ve power at the PCC, Pmeas , and the ac ve power reference input Ps . The
feedback loop is important in order to achieve the desired ac ve power at the PCC
in the presence of modeling errors and electric losses throughout the farm. Also, the
controller should include proper (an -windup) limita on of its output Pf arm , the ﬁnal
wind farm ac ve power set-point to enter the dispatcher.
Reac ve power control is a feedback controller ac ng on the diﬀerence between the
measured reac ve power at the PCC, Qmeas , and the ac ve power reference input
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Qs . Similarly to the ac ve power control block, here also proper an -windup limitaon scheme has to be applied. Since the reac ve power produc on capability depends
on the ac ve power produc on, Pf arm is input to this block as well.
Ac ve power dispatcher distributes the wind farm ac ve power set-point Pf arm to the
wind turbines. Even though the conven onally used industrial implementa on of
the power dispatcher is a straigh orward propor onal distribu on of the power setpoints, this algorithm becomes much more involved when one aims to maximize the
farm power produc on and/or reduce the (fa gue) loading of the wind turbines in the
farm.
Reac ve power dispatcher distributes the reac ve power set-points Qf arm among the
wind turbines. Conven onal propor onal distribu on is here usually suﬃcient.

Note 1: The frequency control and ac ve power control are usually cascaded, as in Figure 1.1. For the voltage control and reac ve power control several diﬀerent solu ons
are possible or preferred, depending on the WF and the grid characteris cs and on the
grid code requirements.
Moreover, the voltage at the PCC and in the WF are not only controlled by the WF
controller trough the wind turbine reac ve power set-points. Most substa on transformers are equipped with automated tap changers and if required dedicated powerelectronic devices are installed to contribute the voltage control, such as SVCs (Sta c
VAR Compensator) and STATCOMs.
Note 2: The ﬁgure only describes the normal opera on of the wind farm. In case of the
grid voltage dips, including voltage restora on a er fault appearance, the priori es of
the control are set to maximize voltage support c.w. reac ve power injec on.
Note 3: In case of HVDC grid connec on the situa on is again quite diﬀerent, both in
normal opera on, where the WF voltage is NOT controlled by the WF but solely by the
HVDC substa on, and in congested opera on.

Much informa on can be found in the literature regarding the Farm Power Reference, see
for instance [79, 1, 33]. This block converts the constraints and set-points, received from
the TSO, into wind farm power references in me. Therefore, no further a en on will be
paid on it in the sequel.
The blocks Frequency control and Voltage control in Figure 1.1 calculate addi onal acve or reac ve power to be added to the power set-points from the blockFarm power
reference as speciﬁed by the TSO. The addi onal ac ve and reac ve powers are typically
piecewise linear func ons (containing droop and dead-band) of the measured grid frequency and voltage, respec vely. For more informa on on this, refer to [33, 1].
Following the lines further down Figure 1.1, the blocks Ac ve power control and Reac ve
power control implement feedback controllers for the ac ve and reac ve powers. Typically, these controllers have a PI structure [33, 79] with satura on to ensure the total farm
set-points do not exceed the maximum available power.
With respect to the current project, the ac ve and reac ve power dispatching is most
relevant and will be the focus of the study. It is also the most involved part from the wind
farm controller when it comes to op mizing power yield and farm loads at he same me.
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The dispatcher basically receives the total power set-points (ac ve and reac ve) for the
whole park, and decides how to distribute these among the wind turbines.
As can be observed from Figure 1.1, there is li le to no interconnec on between the acve and reac ve power control loops in the wind farm controller. These operate also on
diﬀerent me scales: the ac ve power control loop is a much more dynamic loop due
to the fact that at wind turbine level the ac ve power regula on requires pitching of the
blades of the wind turbine; reac ve power, on the other side, is electrically controlled by
the turbine power electronics and is much faster. Therefore, these two loops are typically
designed and operated independent of each other.
The ac ve power control is linked to the electromechanical quan es, while reac ve
power is linked to the electromagne c quan es. When controlling ac ve power the
wind turbine torque and pitch controller should maintain the power balance, while keeping the rotor speed, generator voltage and current within safe limits. The reac ve power
generally does not aﬀect the wind turbine opera on, for instance it can even be controlled
without the wind turbine being opera onal. For 3-phase sinusoidal voltages, the rela on
is:
√
P =
3V I cos(ϕV −I )
√
Q = √3V I sin(ϕV −I )
|I| =
Iact 2 + Ireact 2 ≤ Imax−conv ,
in which P , Q, V , and I are the ac ve power, reac ve power, voltage and current, respec vely. Moreover, ϕV −I is the phase angle between V and I, Iact and Ireact stand
for ac ve and reac ve currents, and Imax−conv represents the converter maximum current.
As can be observed from Figure 1.1, there is li le to no interconnec on between the ac ve
and reac ve power control loops in the wind farm controller. The ac ve and reac ve
current are orthogonal vectors and can be controlled independently using modern powerelectronic converters, provided that the grid voltage is stable, so that the voltage angle
can be tracked accurately by a PLL (Phase Locked Loop). The reac ve power capability
is determined by the power-electronic converter ra ng, which is either 100% (full-rated
converters) or around 30% for doubly-fed induc on generators (DFIG). The link between
ac ve power P and reac ve power Q is the limita on of the current amplitude.
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Figure 1.1: Schema c representa on of a wind farm controller
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2
Active power control
Even though li le has appeared in the literature about real-life implementa ons of wind
farm control algorithms, there are quite some academical publica ons on this topic. The
discussing below concerns publica ons related to the block Ac ve power dispatcher,
which is in some papers combined with the Ac ve power control block in an a empt to
include the objec ve of the dispatcher block into the cost func on of a modern feedback
controller.
A good review of the available literature on ac ve power control of wind farms can be
found in [32], which is performed within the Aeolus project (funded by the European
Commission FP7 programme). From control point of view, the purpose of the Aeolus
project was to develop wind farm control algorithms for increasing power produc on
and reducing fa gue loading throughout the farm. As result, there are much publicaons/deliverables from the project (see below) that are directly related to the topic of
ac ve power control of wind farms.
The simplest way to ensure that the wind farm produc on will follow the power set-points
Ps and Qs (see Figure 1.1), is by using simple PI controllers ac ng on the tracking errors,
(Ps − Pmeas ) and (Qs − Qmeas ), for the ac ve and reac ve powers [33, 79]. The outputs
of these PI controllers need to be limited (using an -windup schemes) to ensure that the
ﬁnal farm references Pf arm and Qf arm will not exceed the available ac ve and reac ve
powers. The ac ve power reference is then propor onally distributed between the wind
turbines, dera ng each wind turbine with the same factor (the ra o between the farm
reference and the available power, Pf arm /Pavail ) of its own available power Pavail (i) as
follows
Pf arm
Pi =
Pavail (i), i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
(2.1)
Pavail
Such propor onal dispatching is discussed in [33, 79, 32].
The biggest advantage of such simple dispatching strategy is its computa onal simplicity
and the fact that no wind farm model is required. If the wind farm loads distribu on is of
no importance, then this would be the recommended strategy. However, in wind farms
there are o en turbine that are more heavily loaded, e.g. these that are rela vely o en in
the wake of other turbines. Due to the high turbulence intensity of the wakes, the fa gue
loading at a turbine in the wake of another turbine is larger, even though the wind speed in
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the wake is lower than upstream. Therefore, wind farms owners may proﬁt by distribu ng
the loading more evenly throughout the wind farm, and for that purpose more involved
dispatching strategies are required.
Propor onal distribu on is also used in [38], where a control algorithm is developed for a
small power system using Fuzzy logic. The developed methodology there, however, is not
directly applicable to the wind farm control problem posed in the previous sec on. The
reason for that is that it determines the wind farm power reference Pf arm using Fuzzy
reasoning method that is only applicable for reducing frequency devia ons and cannot
deal with other demands from the TSO (such as ac ve farm power produc on).
A bit more sophis cated weigh ng that the one in Equa on (2.1) is proposed in [13],
where the authors suggest to use higher deloaded margin at higher wind speeds (wind
speed dependent distribu on). For a wind turbine i opera ng at wind speed Vj , the power
is derated according to the following rule

Pi =

W (Vj )n(Vj )
Pf arm , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
n
∑
n(Vj )
W (Vj )n(Vj )

(2.2)

j=1

wherein n(Vi ) is the number of wind turbines that operate at wind speed Vj , and W (Vj ) is
a wind speed-dependent weighing factor that increases with the wind speed. The authors
propose to choose the weighing factor as follows:


if Vj <8m/s
 1,
W (Vj ) =
k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, if Vj ≥ k+6m/s and Vj < k+7m/s

 5,
if Vj ≥ 11 m/s

The authors demonstrate in simula on that this dispatching rule indeed results in the
total wind farm ac ve power following the demand. Furthermore, they demonstrate that
sudden wind speed varia ons result in ﬂuctua ons of the wind farm power, which they
subsequently smooth by using Fuzzy logic.
No ce that this way of dispatching results in turbines opera ng at higher produc on
level ge ng more derated that those being operated at lower wind speeds. As result,
it achieves a more even power reference distribu on than the propor onal distribu on
in Equa on (2.1). It is therefore expected that (2.2) also achieves a more even distribuon of the fa gue loads throughout the farm, while at the same me s ll not requiring
any wind farm model. This makes the method a very serious candidate for considera on
in this project.
When the TSO speciﬁes unconstrained power opera on mode, the wind farm power should
be maximized by the wind farm controller. To this end, the ac ve wake control techniques
Heat & Flux [17, 49] and Controlling Wind [16, 93], developed by ECN, can be used. These
techniques change the opera ng condi ons of the front side wind turbines by either decreasing the axial induc on factor, e.g. by pitching the blades (Heat&Flux), or introduce
yaw misalignment to sent the wake away from the downstream wind turbine(s). It should
be pointed out that a GE patent applica on exists that also covers Heat&Flux [70]:
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Claim 1 in [70]: “...data received from at least one upstream wind turbine to
predict a load impact of turbines downstream thereof, and selec vely genera ng
and transmi ng control signals to at least one of (1) reduce power of at least one
downwind wind turbine to minimize load impact and/or (2) reduce the speed of
at least one said upstream turbine to reduce fa gue load and increase power
capture in at least one downstream turbine.”
At constrained power opera on mode it seems reasonable to desire to distribute the wind
farm power reference in such a way that the fa gue life me of the turbines are spa ally
equalized as much as possible so as to prevent, if possible, that some turbines are suﬀering
much more fa gue loads than others. This problem is the focus of the Aeolus project,
men oned above, and a number of project reports (deliverables) have appeared on the
topic of wind farm control based on modern control strategies for reducing fa gue1 ) loads
[84, 69, 83, 50, 8]. Model Predic ve Control (MPC) comes out of the project as a suitable
candidate for solving the problem of power set-point tracking at minimum loading.
In Part I of Deliverable 3.4 of the Aeolus project [69], an MPC based wind farm controller is developed which receives as input the current and future farm power producon set-points and the current and future tower bending moment set-points. The MPC
cost func on then penalizes devia ons of the predicted farm power and tower moment
from the speciﬁed set-points. The controlled variables are the individual wind turbines’
ac ve power set-points Pi . No ce that this formula on is rather unnatural in that the
tower load set-point is required as input. As the MPC controller is based on op mizing
predic ons of the outputs (farm power and loads) in the future, it intrinsically requires,
(i), a model of the wind farm, and (ii) predic ons of the wind disturbance. In order to
use linear MPC control, a linearized wind farm model is used, and since the wind speed
is unpredictable it needs to be assumed constant over the predic on horizon (the wind
should also remain constant because of the linear mode assump on). A simple switching
strategy is used to cover the whole opera ng region of the wind with several local MPC
controllers. Furthermore, the MPC controller requires that the state of the linear model is
available for feedback, and so an observer (Kalman ﬁlter) is used to es mate the state of
the whole linearized wind farm model, which includes wind turbine dynamics and wake
dynamics.
The most signiﬁcant drawbacks of using MPC for the wind farm control problem are as
follows
• Robustness: a rather simple (linearized) farm model is used to make online predic ons
of the power and loads. The accuracy of such simple models as compared to the reallife wind farm dynamics is usually insuﬃcient to ensure close-to-op mal opera on of
the MPC controller in real-life.
• Observability: a state observer is used to es mate the states of the farm model, and
observability problems may arise when a dynamic wake model is used
• Stability: in its standard form (as the one used in the [69]), the MPC controller does
not have guaranteed stability, not even with a perfect model. Even though there exist
extensions to the MPC cost func ons that ensure stability of the resul ng feedback
1 ) It should be pointed out that all of the Aeolus publica ons misleadingly state to include fa gue loading in the wind
farm control problem, but this is not the case. In fact, these methods include in their cost func ons simply the wind
turbine output signal itself (in a usually linearized framework), e.g. the tower bo om bending moment, rather than a
measure of the fa gue.
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loop (e.g. by inclusion of terminal state constraint), these addi onally increase the
computa onal complexity of the MPC op miza on problem.
• Scalability: the applicability of MPC control to large scale wind farms is due to the
scale of the resul ng op miza on problem. Depending on the chosen MPC predic on
horizon, the op miza on problem easily gets of large size with hundreds of variables
and constraints. This is probably the reason that in [69] the authors choose to work
with unusually short predic on horizons of 1-3 samples.
When properly modelled, the signiﬁcant communica on delays in wind farm systems pose
no problem for the MPC. The second part of deliverable 3.4 of Aeolus [83] considers the
problem reconﬁguring the power set-points computed by the wind farm controller in cases
of fast local disturbances, such as local turbulence eﬀects. This lower level farm control, called in [69] reconﬁgurable control, acts at wind turbine level and disregards the
“coupling” between the wind turbine dynamics via the wakes. The reconﬁgurable control
method assumes that a higher level wind farm controller is available that generates ac ve
power set-points and load set-points for each wind turbine. Working at a higher sample
rate (1 second), the reconﬁgurable controller tries to ensure that the total farm power
output equals the power demand by the TSO while at the same me trying to reduce the
diﬀerences between the turbines power outputs and loads and their set-points generated
by the wind farm controller. The authors develop a computa onally eﬃcient op mizaon methodology for solving the resul ng constrained convex op miza on problem online. The prac cal usefulness of this reconﬁgurable controller is, however, ques onable,
because of the turbines’ ability to deal well with turbulence eﬀects during constrained
power opera on. A possible situa on wherein the use of this reconﬁgurable controller
could be advantageous is when the power of a wind turbine is constrained just below the
available power and the wind drops to a value that prevents the turbine to produce the
requested constrained power. In such case the reconﬁgurable controller would adapt the
power set-point to this, and other, turbine(s) so as to ensure that the total power producon of the farm remains at the set-point. When the power limita on is suﬃciently below
the available power, the reconﬁgurable controller plays no role.
Deliverable 3.4 of Aeolus also has an addendum [68], wherein the developed MPC controller is evaluated in simula on studies by comparison to standard propor onal and PI
wind farm controllers. Based on a trivial example with just 4 turbines in a row the conclusion is made that, compared to the conven onal farm controllers, the “MPC indicates
worse performance in tracking the power set-point”. Overall it is concluded that the performance of the MPC controller deteriorates signiﬁcantly when constraints are set on the
available power.
Deliverable 3.3 of Aeolus [84] is also dedicated to the reconﬁgurable control problem,
and is prepared by the same authors as deliverable 3.4. Besides some addi onal details
and comments, deliverable 3.3 does not seem to oﬀer more than deliverable 3.4, so the
comments made above for deliverable 3.4 are s ll valid here. This deliverable also has
an addendum [82] wherein a simula on study is presented based on a simple wind farm
model with 8 turbines. The study demonstrates that the reconﬁgurable controller improves on the higher level wind farm controller in that it achieves a be er power demand
tracking for the wind farm, and lower fa gue loading for the wind turbines. However, no
comparison with conven onal wind farm controller is presented
Yet another output of the Aeolus project, deliverable 4.3 [50], is concerned with the prob-
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lem of distribu ng the power demand to the wind turbines in the farm while at the same
me minimizing the loads on the tower and the main sha . Also here it is misleadingly
stated in the text that the method minimizes the mechanical fa gue; instead, the mean
squared tower bo om moment and main sha moments are minimized. The op mizaon problem posed here is very similar to the one proposed in deliverable 3.4, where
loading is modeled in the same way in the cost func on, only here a diﬀerent solu on
is suggested. Opposite to deliverable 3.3 and 3.4, a distributed control approach is used
here wherein informa on exchange (e.g. wind turbine states) only takes place between
neighboring wind turbines. The computa onal complexity is not discussed, nor the scalability of the method, while the authors only present an academical 5-turbines-in-a-row
example in their simula on study.
Finally, in deliverable 4.5 of Aeolus [8], a slightly diﬀerent approach is used than in Deliverable 4.3 (prepared by the same authors). The diﬀerence is that the quadra c cost
func on is deﬁned for an inﬁnite horizon, giving rise to an LQR (linear quadra c regulator)
state feedback problem formula on (as opposed to the MPC ﬁnite horizon cost func on
in deliverable 4.3). Also here, keeping in mind that the wind farm control solu on must be
well scalable, the authors pursue a distributed control solu on by imposing structure on
the state feedback gain matrix. This signiﬁcantly complicates the op miza on problem,
destroying its LQR form. The authors propose an itera ve approach for upda ng the state
feedback matrix and show in linear simula ons with 10 wind turbines that it takes as much
as 250 itera ons to converge to a subop mal solu on, while in a more realis c simula on
the number of itera ons increase way beyond 400. It is also shown that the performance
signiﬁcantly improves when the number of communica ng turbines is increased.
In its second part, deliverable 4.5 also discusses the issues related to the planned ﬁeld
tests on the Thanet wind farm aimed to demonstrate the prac cal implementa on of
the possibili es and limita ons of the wind farm control methods developed in the Aeolus project. The most limi ng factor of the developed methods turned out to be the
computa onal complexity, because the SCADA system of wind farm has only very limited
capabili es for performing involved computa ons as it “makes it possible to update the
power set-points based on mul plica on and summa on of measurements”. As result of
this, the distributed wind farm control solu on is no longer possible; instead, an oﬄine
designed LQR controller and Kalman ﬁlter is suggested for the real-life implementa on.
Unfortunately, the planned real-life experiments were never performed.
A comparison between the diﬀerent wind farm controllers, developed in the Aeolus project
and briefed above, is made in deliverable 5.6 [81]. To this end, again a very small-scale
wind farm model is used consis ng of 8 wind turbines in a row. The results indicate that
a simple PI controller combined with the conven onal propor onal distribu on of power
references o en leads to the best wind farm power reference tracking. With respect to
fa gue loading, no consistent trend can be seen other than that the reconﬁgurable control
seems to improve somewhat the fa gue loading at the expense of (some mes signiﬁcant)
degrada on of the power tracking quality.
Op miza on based approaches to power dispatching in wind farms have also been considered in the literature. In [54], for instance, develops a two step approach wherein
ﬁrst the commitment of the wind turbines is determined by means of (computa onally
involved) mixed integer linear programming op miza on problem. Next, a nonlinear opmiza on problem is deﬁned for the determina on of the ac ve and reac ve power setpoints assuming that predic ons are given of the available wind turbine powers.
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A maximum power point tracking approach is proposed in [90] in a decentralized framework where the wind turbines can exchange informa on with their neighbors. This is a
model-free method that tries to op mize the total power produc on of the wind farm
(method only aims at maximizing the power produc on). To this end, perturba ons of
the control variables (power set-points) are made to compute the wind farm power gradient, so that a gradient descent op miza on algorithm can be used to converge to the
op mal solu on. Even though the method is very a rac ve from computa onal point of
view (no model needed, simple implementa on), it has a serious drawback: it performs
well under uniform wind condi ons, but its performance degrades substan ally under realis c turbulent wind condi ons because the power deriva ve then not only depends on
the controlled parameter (axial induc on), but also on the unknown wind speed itself. A
similar idea is also pursued in [36].
In [37], a non-convex op miza on problem is formulated for achieving power reference
tracking at minimal sum of fa gue loading of the wind turbines. To this end, an age funcon based on the integrated fa gue rate is used as a cost func on to minimize under the
constraint that the farm power produc on is kept within a small interval around the power
reference. This nonlinear op miza on problem is called by the authors “oﬀ-line distribuon”, and does not account for the available powers of the individual wind turbines. The
idea is to design the oﬄine distribu on as the op mal average produc on of the turbines, without considera ons to the speciﬁc transient varia ons of the available power
for each turbine. In a second step, an convex “online” op miza on problem is solved that
accounts for the available powers of the wind turbines by using aﬃne approxima ons of
the fa gue rates around the currently valid opera ng point. The resul ng overall wind
farm control structure resembles somewhat the hierarchical control structure developed
in deliverable 3.4 of the Aeolus project, as discussed above. It should be pointed out,
however, this is the only paper found during this literature study where fa gue loading is
actually included into the ac ve power reference dispatcher. However, the complexity of
the problem forces the authors to neglect the wake eﬀects (wind turbines completely independent on each other) and assume that all turbines work under the same wind speed
condi ons.
Another work that a empts to reduce fa gue loading by including an approxima on of
it in the cost func on dates back to 1993 (being also the oldest one!) [80]. The problem posed there is rather interes ng as it aims at maximizing the ﬁnancial income at the
minimum possible fa gue loading. The fa gue damage is included as a constraint on the
life me proﬁt that can be achieved, rather than as a term within the cost func on. However, not surprisingly, a very simple determinis c model for the development of the price
of electricity in the future is used based on a ﬁxed number of season-dependent tariﬀs.
The controller works at me-steps of 10 minutes and more so as to avoid turbulence effects aﬀec ng the es ma on process. Furthermore, it is assumed that the fa gue loads
of a generalized wind turbine component is approximately propor onal to the low speed
sha torque so that the supervisory controller can es mate the fa gue damage by using
measurements of the generated power alone.
Another interes ng approach to op miza on-based wind farm control with loads reducon capabili es is proposed in [75, 74], wherein the authors deﬁne the op miza on problem in terms of maximiza on of the damping factors of the fore-a and sidewards tower
mo on models, aiming to reduce tower vibra ons while keeping the power produc on at
the desired power reference value. In a li le bit diﬀerent formula on, the same author
add up the blades loads also to the cost func on in [77]; however, instead of the damping
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parameter, the sta c load on the tower and blade are op mized there. In [76], the author
proposes to reduce the sta c trust force and sha moment while trying to keep the power
output of the wind farm at the reference value. To this end, an H2 op miza on problem
is deﬁned in a distributed framework.
Somewhat more focused on the electrical system of the wind farm are the methods developed in [66, 65]. The focus of [66] is the coordinated control of cluster of wind farms
with diﬀerent technologies (ac ve stall and pitch controlled). In [65] the control systems
is developed with the aim of reducing the number of shutdowns due to voltage varia ons
beyond the limits, and thus reduces the number of opera on hours.
In [48], a control scheme is presented for the u liza on of a fast and short-term energy
storage and fast output control of a wind turbine or a farm. The authors concentrate
on the improvement of power quality, i.e. reduc on of power output ﬂuctua ons in the
range of a few to tens of seconds.
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3
Reactive power control
3.1

Introduction

In order to discuss reac ve power control methods and to be able to choose the best relevant approach, we need to have some informa on such as the type of the wind turbines
generators, grid code characteris cs, speciﬁc control objec ves and grid requirements.
However, since in this project the required electrical system details are not certain yet,
some general reac ve power control methods developed in li erateurs are discussed.
The reac ve power controllers can be designed and used for power factor improvement,
power loss reduc on, and voltage regula ons [7].
Development of small and large wind farms for electrical power produc on is increasing
rapidly. The wind farms are connected to the grid, and have to operate like conven onal
power plants. However, there are new challenges in large wind farms as power plants that
did not exist with conven onal ones. A typical challenge is caused by the rapid changes
in wind speed, which aﬀects the ac ve power produc on (wind turbines can go on and
oﬀ) and that may cause considerable changes in reac ve power demand. In some cases
the power electronic grid interconnec on supports the variable wind speed and controls
the ﬂuctua ons in ac ve and reac ve power; yet, it generates other problems such as harmonic distor on that reduces power quality, and transformers satura on, and some other
problems. However, if the wind turbines are not being turned-on and oﬀ frequently, this
will not cause problem in modern power electronics converters (Forced Commuted PulseWidth Modulated). Since, these converters enable both ac ve and reac ve power control
(more or less independent) and generally do not deteriorate the voltage waveform.
Directly connected wind turbine generators are poorly controllable, both regarding acve and reac ve power. In addi on, they have poor voltage quality and inability to ride
through grid voltage dips. Therefore these wind turbine generator types do not comply
with most common grid code requirements.
Long transmission lines produce (underground cables) or consume (overhead lines) reac ve power. Thus, reac ve power control is required to limit transmission losses, op mize transmission capacity, and to keep the grid voltage within the safe opera onal limits.
Many wind turbines can help in controlling reac ve power, and a controller for the reac-
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ve power can be used to minimize losses and to increase voltage stability in the wind
farm and transmission lines [14].
There are many research eﬀorts on voltage control and reac ve power control in wind
farms to make wind farms more reliable power plants. In this chapter some of the eﬀorts
are discussed brieﬂy.

3.2 State-of-the-art - Reactive power control
The reac ve power exchange in wind farm and transmission line controls the magnitude
of the voltage and vice versa. Voltage drop along the circuit depends on the magnitude
of the current and the distance from the substa on (More precisely, the size and type of
the grid impedance. Moreover, the impedance behind the wind farm substa on may also
be signiﬁcant.) Since wind farms are usually located in far distances from the substa on,
the impedance is usually high and the voltage drop can be very important. Furthermore,
based on the grid code requirements, the power factor is usually kept around unity. When
the wind farm is producing low ac ve power, the power factor may deviate from one
to provide addi onal lead/lag current due to reac ve power demand. The wind farm
controller should keep the power factor close to unity to prevent excessive currents and
power loss.
The maximum reac ve power that the wind farm can inject or absorb depends on some
factors, for example the wind turbines limita ons provided by the manufacturer (mainly
determined by the technology: e.g. Full-Rated converter versus DFIG), the allowable voltage limits at the turbine that depends on its distance from PCC, and allowable current in
electrical elements such as converters, transformers, cables, etc. [6].
The reac ve power control strategies state of the art has been divided by [26] into two
main categories: control at the PCC and control at the wind turbine. The control strategies
at the PCC can be designed to control the power factor, reac ve power, or voltage. Power
factor control can supply reac ve power for the grid, as soon as the ac ve power supply
changes. But, the disadvantage of this control strategy (when implemented at the wind
turbine generator level) is the change in PCC power factor, if the inductance in the line and
transformers changes the wind turbine produc on. Type of Q/V-control requirements is
o en prescribed in the grid code, and it is o en a combina on of requirements. Controlling reac ve power at the PCC is more common but, it also has some disadvantages in
case of sudden changes in the output power. In order to prevent unwanted eﬀect on the
voltage, a fast control of reac ve power set-point is required [26]. The other op on was
the voltage control at the PCC, which can also be used to reduce the eﬀect of the changes
in ac ve power supply of the wind farm on the voltage change at the grid connec on
point. However, because of the communica on delays, some changes in the voltage are
inevitable [26]. The other category men oned before was the control at the wind turbine,
which can have diﬀerent structures for which the reac ve power set-points for each wind
turbine are received as inputs. At the wind turbine, in addi on to the reac ve power
set-point, the measured voltage is also an input. Therefore, if a grid fault happens, the
opera on mode is switched from reac ve power control to voltage control [26].
The wind farm control strategies providing the grid requirements are strongly dependent
on the type of the wind turbines. The study done by Slootweg in 2001 [72] reviews the
basic principals of voltage control, discussing diﬀerent types of wind turbine generators effects. The paper shows that wind farms with DFIG turbines and direct drive synchronous
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generators can control the terminal voltage and reac ve power, while the directly grid
coupled asynchronous generator turbines can’t do the control. A erward, in 2002- 2003
the control algorithms based on PI compensa on have been developed by [86, 85] for
wind farm reac ve power regula on. These works, [86, 85], also present wind farm models with DFIG turbines to be used in reac ve power control algorithm.
In [11] a controller has been designed for both ac ve and reac ve power control for a
wind farm of 19MW located in the Northwest of Spain. In this work the steady-state behavior of the wind farm is inves gated by load ﬂow modeling, and based on the developed
model the reac ve control architectures have been speciﬁed with the purpose of reac ve
power op miza on and reducing internal losses. On the other hand, the dynamic behavior of wind farms with diﬀerent turbine types, DFIG and squirrel cage induc on generator
(SCIG), has been inves gated in [41]. Furthermore, in [63] a wind farm controller has been
developed for controlling the grid voltage in quasi-steady and dynamic condi ons.
An inves ga on has been conducted by NREL in 2004 on using energy storage and reac ve
power compensator in wind farms [55]. It shows that by using a combina on of ﬁxed
capacitors and sta c compensa on at right places the reac ve power can be controlled
during variable and high wind speed with lower cost than when using only ﬁxed capacitors.
Furthermore, in [7] the reac ve power control system is a combina on of a capacitor, a
thyristor controlled reactor and a small rated ac ve ﬁlter to reduce the harmonic content
of the currents and to avoid possibili es of resonances.
In 2004-2005 Risø performed some ini al research with the purpose of making wind farms
operate more like a conven onal power plant. In [78, 33] the authors present a wind farm
control concept with both centralized control and control for each individual wind turbine.
In their approach, the controllers at turbine level ensure that ac ve and reac ve power
reference commands provided by the centralized controller are followed. Furthermore,
the electrical aspects of oﬀshore wind farm has been inves gated in [62], and a dynamic
model has been developed to be used for reac ve power and voltage control of wind
farms and grid frequency support.
A prac cal implementa on of a wind farm controller in this period was on Horns-Rev wind
farm, which was built in 2002 in Denmark. The wind farm consists of 80 2MW wind turbines, and has a wind farm controller to make it act as a single produc on unit like a
conven onal power plant [44, 43]. The wind farm controller handles both secondary and
primary control similar to a conven onal power plant, and the controller modules such
as ac ve power and frequency control, voltage and reac ve power control, are uploaded
in the SCADA system and work as a centralized controller [44, 43]. The block diagram of
the main controller is shown in Figure 3.1. Later, the controller has been discussed in
more detail in [79] and based on the men oned opera onal experiences, the controller
makes the wind farm in primary frequency control mode to be the same as conven onal
power plants. Moreover, the advanced control func ons of the wind farm controller are
essen al.
In 2006, a supervisory controller has been developed in [5] to dispatch ac ve and reac ve
power reference signals in a wind farm with DFIG turbines. The controller has two levels,
one is on the farm level that op mally dispatches the ac ve and reac ve power reference
signals to sa sfy the demanded value by the system operator. The other one is on turbine
level to allow for the wind turbine response to external ac ve and reac ve power setpoints. In addi on, several reac ve power control strategies are discussed in [6], as well as
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of HornsRev wind farm main controller [44]

the grid impact of a wind farm reac ve power based on a sta s cal wind farm model. This
work also inves gates the eﬀect of the wind farm output on the ac ve and reac ve power
losses in network elements. Moreover, the uncertainty of the presented data due to the
approxima on has been discussed [6]. Around the same me at ECN EeFarm toolbox was
developed that was able to perform the above men oned computa ons and analysis in
steady-state. The latest version of the toolbox (EeFarm II) was published in [60].
In the year 2007, the grid codes that were adapted for wind power integra on up to then,
were introduced in [19], and the issues of connec ng large wind power plants to the grid
were addressed one more me. Moreover, some of the requirements for diﬀerent wind
turbine technologies such as DFIG and SCIG to help in reac ve power compensa on was
discussed [19]. Modeling and control of wind farms with the purpose of following the grid
code and connec on to the grid (including reac ve power and voltage control) was also
discussed in 2008 ECN report [61].
Various reac ve power control methodologies have been developed by academia and industry to use the inherent reac ve power produc on capabili es of wind turbines, to improve the steady-state and dynamic performance of Power systems [52, 39, 88, 89]. The
inherent capability of DFIG turbines for reac ve power produc on and transmission loss
reduc on has been further studied in [42, 20]. In another study on the reac ve power
genera on by DFIG based wind farms, an overview of diﬀerent op ons for reac ve power
supply by the wind farms in steady-state has been evaluated [23]. Then, the reac ve
power supply during faults and fault ride through by the turbines has been discussed. It
has been shown in this paper that using an op miza on algorithm to control the reac ve
power in a wind farm and le ng the wind turbines contribute in reac ve power dispatch
will help in cost saving considerably [23]. Similar study has been conducted by [95], in
which theindividual wind turbine has been discussed and the wind power plant control
has been developed, as well as fault ride through and study of diﬀerent types of faults. A
centralized wind farm controller with the focus on the wind turbine voltage control capabili es has been developed in 2008 [26], which uses the voltage reference se ngs from
the wind farm controller to send set-points to the wind turbines. The controller shows
improvements in reducing grid voltage change and voltage devia ons between turbines
as well as an improved voltage quality [26].
A erward, in a study accomplished in 2009 [64], a coordinated control between a large
DFIG based wind farm and a sta c synchronous compensator (STATCOM) has been developed. The reac ve power compensa on for transient and steady-state has been done for
normal cases as well as grid fault condi ons. The coordinated controller uses an interface
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neuro controller, which enhances the fault ride through capability of wind farm and also
acts as an external damping controller for the wind farm and STATCOM [64].
In a later work, three strategies for reac ve power control in wind farms with STATCOM
are presented in [30]. The ﬁrst control strategy addresses the case that the STATCOM is
the only supplier of reac ve power in the farm. The second is on propor onal dispatch of
reac ve power between STATCOM and the turbines; and the last one handles the cases
that the STATCOM reaches to its maximum capacity and the wind turbines have to supply
the reac ve power [30]. Some of the wind turbine types can be a controllable source of
reac ve power, such as DFIG turbines and full converter generator turbines. The reac ve
power limit of DFIG turbines and DFIG farms has been analyzed in [94]. Then, a reac ve
power controller has been explained and simulated for a DFIG turbine farm. It has been
shown that the DFIG wind farm is able to contribute to the reac ve power regula on of
the grid, which helps to relief the reac ve power pressure on the grid side [94]. In addion to wind turbines, there are other types of compensator for reac ve power in wind
power plants. For example, Shunt and Regulated Reactors, Sta c Var Compensator, Sta c
Synchronous Compensator, etc., all introduced and explained in [12]. However, using different reac ve power compensator and voltage controllers may cause stability issues for
the system. In other words, when independent control laws for diﬀerent equipment and
compensator interact, the capacity of the wind turbine to generate reac ve power can be
limited and the system may become unstable [56].
In a work conducted by GE, a case study has been developed for a large scale oﬀshore wind
farm, and the eﬀect of the drive-train type on grid voltage control has been evaluated [92].
There a supervisory VAR controller has been designed for wind farms that send reac ve
power set-points to the turbine and regulate voltage according to a reference value [92].
The block diagram of the wind farm VAR control has been presented in Figure 3.2. Each
turbine of the farm has an inner voltage control loop and a reac ve power control loop to
regulate the wind turbines terminal voltage and the reac ve power output [92].

Figure 3.2: The block diagram of the wind farm VAR control - UPWind Project

Many advanced control methods has been developed for reac ve power and voltage control in the last few years. A novel reac ve power controller to be men oned here, uses a
central automa on controller to regulate voltage and power factor [87]. It includes a mi-
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croprocessor based relays to exchange control commands, as well as voltage, power ﬂow
and status informa on. An adap ve control algorithm has been used to prevent control
requirement conﬂicts in regula ng both power factor and voltage [87].
During the past few years there has been many more research on the op miza on of
the capability of the wind farms to compensate reac ve power. An example is the work
done in [22], which explains the modeling and improved analysis of the eﬀec ve reac ve
power control by DFIG turbines in grid-connected wind farms. Another recent work addresses a mul -objec ve reac ve power controller, which inves gates the capability of
DFIG turbines in a wind farm to deliver mul ple reac ve power objec ves during variable
wind condi ons [51]. Furthermore, [71] proposed a new reac ve power op miza on for
a DFIG turbine farm, based on gene c algorithm, to reduce the distribu on losses. In this
approach the control variable is the reac ve power output of the wind farm that is used
for minimizing losses and improving voltage proﬁles. Another example of u lizing gene c
algorithms for reac ve power control is the work in [47] that considers wind farms connected to grid and addresses modeling and economic issues in reac ve power and voltage
op miza on.
Lately, the number of op miza on methods on reac ve power and voltage control, and
the approaches with simpler methodologies to be subs tuted by the previous methods
has been increasing. As an example, a general common method for reac ve power and
voltage control of wind farms is using an op mal power ﬂow that has been addressed
in many literature such as [40, 34]. Recently, some research work has proposed novel
methodologies instead of op mal power ﬂow. For example [67] suggests a simple method
for op mal voltage control using regression func ons. However, this approach depends
on the reac ve power capacity of the wind farm and seems to work only for some cases,
and it may cause some issues on other wind power plants. The fundamental issues of
voltage and reac ve power control for diﬀerent countries has been studded in [4], and a
thorough literature survey has been provided [4].
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4
Wind farm models
Diﬀerent aspects are important when it comes to modelling of wind farms for wind farm
control design, depending on the objec ve of the control strategy. In this project, the
focus is on op miza on of both power and loads, including grid requirements. At least
(quasi)sta c cases will be considered, but dynamic cases might also be included in a later
stage.
Also important to consider is the use of the model; diﬀerent requirements are foreseen
for control design and for control evalua on.
A wind farm generally consists of the following subsystems:
• ﬂow ﬁeld (ambient wind and wake eﬀects)
• wind turbine (including relevant dynamics and control)
• electrical system
• grid (with network operator and load)
• wind farm controller
• energy buﬀer (including conversion components)
This chapter gives an overview of the work that has been done in the past on the modelling
of wind farms in Sec on 4.1 and the available tools in Sec on 4.2

4.1 Literature review
As the ﬁrst two components of the list above are most directly related to the power produc on and mechanical loading, these are treated in more detail below.

Flow ﬁeld modelling
The development of wind farm ﬂow ﬁeld models can roughly be divided in two direc ons:
the analy cal/engineering models and the CFD based models. A lot of work has been
done in both these ﬁelds, which will brieﬂy be discussed below.
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In one of the early works on the inﬂuence of wind turbines on each other [35], Jensen
derived an analy cal rela on for the wake eﬀect. This model is o en referred to as the
’Jensen’ model. Since then, several reﬁnements have been made, from accurate modelling
of wind speed deﬁcit [27] to dynamic wake meandering [45].
Also the ambient wind ﬁeld and its interac on with the wake has got a en on. In [57],
genera on of a wind ﬁeld suitable for wind farm power predic on is discussed. The suggested wind ﬁeld takes both the farm scale eﬀect (wind speed at hub height of each turbine including coherence) and the rotor scale eﬀect (rota onal sampling of the turbulence) into account.
Ainsly [3] modelled the development of the far wake with a eddy-viscosity model, taking
into account the ambient turbulence as well as the wake deﬁcit induced turbulence. On
this basis, Crespo [18] developed the UPMWAKE code, which is later used as the basis of
FarmFlow.
In the Aeolus project [2] on distributed control for large scale oﬀshore wind farms, focus has been on control oriented model development. Several diﬀerent approaches have
been undertaken for the ﬂow ﬁeld modelling, both (quasi)sta c as well as dynamic.
In [10] the author describes a quasi-sta c wind farm ﬂow model that relates external condi ons of the wind farm (wind speed, direc on and turbulence intensity) to the state (rotor speed, pitch angle) and output (power produc on, mechanical loading) of all the turbines in the farm.
Also developed in the Aeolus project is a dynamic wind ﬂow model [73], based on spa al
discre za on of the linearized Navier-Stokes equa on combined with the vortex cylinder theory. The spa al discre za on using ﬁnite diﬀerence form provide the dynamic
ﬂow model as state space representa on, convenient for control purposes. Two approxima ons are made to speed up the model: 1) 2D approxima on of the ﬂow equa on at
hub height and 2) a course grid. Comparison of the modelled and measured mean wind
speeds at hub height on the ECN Wind turbine Test site Wieringermeer (EWTW) show a
good match. However, turbulence, both ambient and wake induced, is not considered in
this model.

Wind turbine modelling
The wind turbine subsystem serves two purposes in a wind farm model: 1) to include the
inﬂuence of the wind turbine on the ﬂow and 2) to provide informa on on the power
produc on and mechanical loading.
If only the (quasi)sta c power produc on is of interest, a rela vely simple model might
be suﬃcient. Most of the ﬂow ﬁeld model use the thrust coeﬃcient to include the wind
turbine eﬀect on the ﬂow. If accurate predic on of the loads is required, the model can
become fairly complex, even including dynamics and control. Obviously, the number of
DOF of this submodel will be mul plied by the number of turbines in the farm.
To reduce computa onal eﬀort, a (partly) linearized wind turbine model might be of value,
such as derived by the ECN code TURBU [91].
Major ques on here is how to relate the instantaneous mechanical loading to fa gue,
which will be part of the farm control cost func on. The common way to calculate fa-
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gue is rain ﬂow coun ng on simulated or measured me series. The rela on between
turbulence and fa gue has been extensively studied by Frandsen [29]. In [28], Frandsen
derived an equivalent turbulence intensity including the farm eﬀect to be used in fa gue
calcula ons.
For the (quasi)sta c cases, a database or look-up-table with the rela on between local
ﬂow condi ons and fa gue can be used to speed up the op miza on.

4.2

Wind farm models/tools

This sec on discusses a number of models/tools for wind farm simula on that are available.

SimWindFarm
SimWindFarm is a tool for wind farm simula on and control evalua on ([31],[53]), which
has been developed within the Aeolus project [2]. The tool contains:
• simple wind turbine model
• ambient wind ﬁeld based on [57]
• wake eﬀects (deﬁcit, expansion and center) as formulated in [27]
The latest version (v0.8) of SimWindFarm assumes Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis
to be true for the wake, but not for the ambient wind ﬁeld. This makes the ambient wind
ﬁeld descrip on much more realis c. However, a model for wind turbine (wake deﬁcit)
generated turbulence is lacking.

FarmFlow
The FarmFlow program [21] is an advanced and validated tool for the calcula on of wake
eﬀects of oﬀshore wind farms. The tool computes both the average wind speed and the
turbulence intensity in the wake of each wind turbine.
The wake model in FarmFlow is based on the UPMWAKE code [18], originally developed
by the Universidad Polytecnica de Madrid. UPMWAKE is a 3D parabolised Navier-Stokes
code, using a k-ϵ turbulence model that accounts for turbulent processes in the far wake.
The ambient ﬂow is modelled in accordance with the method of Panofsky and Du on
[58]. The free stream wind as a func on of height is calculated for a prescribed ambient
turbulence intensity and Monin-Obukhov length, which takes the atmospheric stability
into account.
The wake model has been improved by prescribing the stream wise pressure gradient as
a source term in the ﬂow equa ons. The stream wise pressure gradients are calculated
via an inviscid, axisymmetric, free vortex wake method. With this method, the pressure
gradients are a func on of the axial force coeﬃcient only. To save computa onal eﬀort,
the pressure gradients are calculated a priori for a large number of axial induc on factors,
so that the wake model only needs to interpolate the pressure gradients between the two
nearest induc on factors in this database. This hybrid method of wake modelling in the
near wake region, including an adapted near wake turbulence model, gives very accurate
results in an acceptable amount of computa onal me.
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The code FarmFlow has been validated in [9] using a large amount of accurate experimental data from ECN Wind Turbine test sta on Wieringermeer (EWTW). Addi onally,
experimental data from three large oﬀshore wind farms have been compared with FarmFlow model results. The calculated wake velocity deﬁcits and turbulence intensi es agree
very well with experimental data for all wind speeds and ambient turbulence intensi es.
Excellent agreement between calculated and measured turbine performance is found.

EeFarm-II
The ECN code EeFarm-II [59] derives a (quasi)sta c model of the electrical system in a
wind farm. It is built as a library in the GUI MatLAB Simulink. The EeFarm-II library contains wind farm component models (such as wind turbine, generator, cable, convertors
etc.). Each EeFarm-II component model calculates the output voltage and current based
on the input voltage and current and the component parameters. Furthermore, EeFarmII includes network models including converters, DC-components and grids, it calculates
annual energy produc on using realis c wind turbine aerodynamic output distribu on,
component losses and component outages due to failure and repair. it also includes a
cost database and some economic parameters with which the levelized cost of energy are
calculated.

TOPFARM
The TOPFARM op miza on tool [46] is developed in the FP6 project with the same name
[24] led by Riso DTU. This project addressed the op miza on of wind farm topology and
control strategy based on turbine loads as well as of power produc on as seen in an economical perspec ve.
The TOPFARM op miza on pla orm consists of modules for 1) wind farm ﬂow ﬁeld, 2)
wind turbine including control, 3) costs and 4) op miza on. The ﬁrst two modules oﬀer
diﬀerent solu ons to enable a good trade oﬀ between accuracy and speed. For example,
the ﬂow ﬁeld models range from a simple empirical model to the advanced Dynamic Wake
Meandering model [45].
A database with generic load cases has been used to speed up the op miza on process.

Look-up-tables based tools
Currently, a lot of a en on goes to wind farm design/op miza on tools based on lookup-tables, or some other kind of database. In the FP6 project TOPFARM ([46]), a database
has been used to speed up part of the model. In the FP7 project ClusterDesign, a wind
farm op miza on tool based on look-up-table is being developed.
In the ClusterDesign project, the approach is to derive tables for wake ﬂow, turbine loads,
generated power and relate these to the global condi ons. As a result, the look-up-tables
can easily become very large. Consider a (10 × 10) wind farm with a single wind turbine
type, allowing two control signals (such as pitch angle oﬀset [aﬀec ng the power] and yaw
angle misalignment). First the rela on between global and local ﬂow parameters needs to
be established. With a typical distribu on of global parameters (25 wind speeds, 360 wind
direc ons, 3 turbulence intensi es, 3 wind shears and 3 air densi es), the wake ﬂow tables
for normal opera on alone will have more than 24 × 106 entries. This will be mul plied
with the number of diﬀerent control se ngs to apply. Also the tables that relate the local
condi ons to the wind turbine loads and power easily get very large, resul ng in large
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computa onal eﬀort. Another downside to this approach is that the look-up-tables are
typically farm and turbine speciﬁc and thus need to be generated again with changes in
farm layout (wake ﬂow) or turbine design (loads).

SOWFA
NREL has developed the wind farm simula on tool SOWFA [15] (Simulator for Oﬀ/Onshore
Wind Farm Applica ons), which is a computa onal ﬂuid dynamics solver based on OpenFOAM coupled with FAST. SOWFA allows users to inves gate wind turbine performance
in a wind farm under variable atmospheric condi ons.
Recently, a so called ’super controller’ has been added to the code [25], to allow evalua on
of wind farm control strategies. However, simula ng a complete wind farm with this code
requires a supercomputer/computercluster.
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5
Discussion and future work
This document represents Deliverable 3.1 “An inventory of diﬀerent control strategies and
deﬁni on of cases to assess these control strategies” of the FLOW project “Wind Farm
Wake Modelling, Fa gue Loads and Control” (FLOW P201102-004-ECN), and provides an
overview of the literature on the topics of ac ve and reac ve wind farm control and wind
farm modeling for control.
Regarding the wind farm ac ve power control, it can be concluded that when it comes to
op mizing the farm power output in combina on with minimiza on of the fa gue loads,
not one single algorithm was found suitable. The only algorithm actually including fague loading in the cost func on uses an unrealis cally simple wind farm model with no
turbine wake interac ons. There are, however, many suitable candidates when it comes
to inclusion of some other measure of load into the cost func on. These candidates are
in the form of MPC-like control algorithms, or online op miza on problems, with significant computa onal complexity and o en without stability guarantees. The applicability
of these wind farm control algorithms to large scale wind farms is therefore ques onable;
even though the SCADA system may be capable of bearing the computa onal load, the
owners of the wind farm can be expected to be very reserved with respect to such complicated online computa ons with uncertain output (convergence, stability, reliability).
From prac cal implementa on viewpoint, sta c control solu ons have the advantage that
the op miza on can be performed oﬄine and the solu ons stored in a database (look-up
table) for online use. The advantage is that this approach allows to perform involved op miza ons oﬄine, including e.g. fa gue loads in the cost func on. However, this approach
is only possible for a very small number of input variables (e.g. average wind speed, direcon, power set-point) as the size of the data base increases exponen ally with the number
of inputs.
A very a rac ve approach is found to be the wind speed dependent distribu on, where
the deloaded margin increases with higher wind. This has an implicit smoothing eﬀect
on the loads distribu on along the farm, while the computa onal complexity remains
minimal. Possible improvement could be to make the weigh ng factors depend on the
fa gue-based “life me consump on” of the turbines, rather than the local wind speeds.
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There have been many eﬀorts in development of control methods to regulate voltage and
op mize reac ve power in the wind power plants, in order to make them more reliable.
The method of reac ve power/voltage control development in wind farms strongly depends on the type of the wind turbines, the grid requirements, poten al issues and many
other factors. In spite of all the eﬀorts made by academia and industry, development of
controllers that include all the aspects is s ll lacking; in other words, a controller that opmizes ac ve and reac ve power in wind farms along with reducing the structural loads
of the wind turbines will contribute to the ﬁeld.
Conclusion regarding modelling for wind farm control design is that some work is s ll
needed, as none of the models is completely suitable. For oﬄine op miza on in the
(quasi)sta c cases, the combina on of FarmFlow+EeFarm and a loads database is a promising solu on. However, this approach is very computa onally expensive and lacks ﬂexibility (being turbine speciﬁc).
For the dynamic wind farm control cases that might be considered in this project, no complete and fast enough model exists. In Aeolus and in the TOPFARM project emphasis has
been on both power and loads, while keeping the computa onal eﬀort limited. The resulting models however all lack a certain aspect (mostly an accurate turbulence descrip on is
missing) of the wind farm. A more detailed evalua on of these models is recommended.
For ﬁnal control evalua on (last stage before implementa on), the SOWFA code is a candidate. However, that route is very computa onal expensive and will only be possible for
limited cases.
Within the project, the following list summarizes the topics on which the future work will
be focused:
• Development of a cost func on to be used for op mizing the wind farm control algorithm. The cost func on should be generic to capture diﬀerent embodiments of the
Ac ve Wake Control concept of ECN (including Heat & Flux and Controlling Wind). The
cost func on should be such that it should allow wind farm control as a power plant,
i.e. should allow for specifying a wind farm power demand less than the maximum
achievable one, making it possible to op mize the loads in such cases.
• The Ac ve Wake Control strategy will be used to op mize the opera on of a representa ve reference wind farm in the case of unconstrained power opera on and when
all turbines are assumed opera onal. The gains (in terms of power produc on, loads
and cost func on) will be quan ﬁed.
• The Ac ve Wake Control strategy will then extended to allow control under speciﬁc
cases/constraints, such as constrained power reference opera on, a number of wind
turbines that are not opera onal, etc.
Due to the limited scope of this project, it has been decided to focus the work on focus
the work on control of ac ve power. Therefore, there will be further no work performed
in this project on the topics of reac ve power control and wind farm modeling.
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